Focusing on weight-insensitive binary stress systems, the article presents an approach to metrical stress that is more restrictive than standard approaches and more accurate in its predictions. The proposal's restrictiveness derives from a set of constraints and structural assumptions that run counter to prevailing theories' fundamental principles. For example, the proposed account assumes strict succession between prosodic categories, ensuring that syllables are exhaustively parsed into feet. It tolerates improper bracketing of prosodic categories, allowing feet to overlap and to share entries on the metrical grid. Finally, it makes the footstress relationship violable, allowing feet to remain stressless under appropriate rankings. The article examines each of these assumptions and demonstrates how they combine to more accurately predict attested typologies.
Introduction
The standard approach 1 to metrical stress fails to obtain a close match between predicted and attested typologies. Especially problematic are its predictions concerning iambic-trochaic asymmetries -asymmetries that arise in the attested typology when an attested trochaic pattern does not have an attested iambic counterpart or when an attested iambic pattern does not have an attested trochaic counterpart. The standard account's * The approach to metrical stress proposed here has benefited from the insights of numerous colleagues. I am indebted to Akin Akinlabi, Eric Baković, Laura Benua, Paul de Lacy, Ben Hermans, Ed Keer, Nicole Nelson and Bruce Tesar. I am especially indebted, however, to Alan Prince, whose extensive comments and suggestions have led to improvements in every aspect of the proposal. Any faults remaining are my own responsibility. 1 In referring to the ' standard approach ', I mean to indicate a prominent collection of work in the optimality-theoretic framework that is essentially an adaptation of the earlier classical accounts. Included in this collection would be McCarthy & Prince (1993a) , Crowhurst & Hewitt (1995) and subsequent similar proposals that are based on the alignment framework and that assume weak layering, proper bracketing and a one-to-one correspondence between feet and stress. This collection, however, would not include proposals like Kager (2001) or McCarthy (2002) , which address issues similar to those addressed below. Although these proposals share the structural assumptions of the standard approach, the role of alignment is significantly reduced.
failure in this context is not an inability to obtain the attested patterns. It is an inability to exclude the unattested patterns. The approach proposed here is the foundation for a more restrictive theory.
To clarify the issues involved in predicting iambic-trochaic asymmetries, it helps to refer to Prince's (1983) notion of the 'Perfect Grid', a metrical grid with neither clash nor lapse of gridmark entries. Although iambic-trochaic asymmetries are typically described in terms of foot type and footing directionality (see Kager 1993 , McCarthy & Prince 1993b and Hayes 1995 , describing them in terms of the Perfect Grid provides a clearer picture of their distribution. As we shall see below, patterns that conform to the Perfect Grid never exhibit asymmetries. All such patterns are attested, whether they are iambic or trochaic. Patterns that depart from the Perfect Grid, however, typically exhibit asymmetries. If an attested trochaic pattern contains clash or lapse, it will have an unattested iambic mirror image. If an attested iambic pattern contains clash or lapse, it will have an unattested trochaic mirror image. As one example, the trochaic language Passamaquoddy (LeSourd 1993) stresses the initial syllable and every even-numbered syllable counting from the right, resulting in a clash exactly at the left edge in odd-parity forms. There is apparently no attested language with the mirror-image iambic pattern. Such a language would stress the ultima and every even-numbered syllable counting from the left, resulting in a clash exactly at the right edge in odd-parity forms. As a second example, the trochaic language Pintupi (Hansen & Hansen 1969 ) stresses every odd-numbered syllable counting from the left, except the ultima. This produces a lapse exactly at the right edge in odd-parity forms. There is apparently no attested language with the mirror-image iambic pattern. Such a language would stress every odd-numbered syllable counting from the right, except the initial syllable. This would produce a lapse exactly at the left edge in odd-parity forms.
As I hope to frame the issue here, predicting iambic-trochaic asymmetries means confining departures from the Perfect Grid to appropriate positions. Clash can occur in certain positions but not in others, and lapse can occur in certain positions but not in others. As we shall see below, the proposed account is much more effective than the standard account when it comes to restricting clash and lapse. The standard account routinely obtains both the attested and unattested patterns in pairs such as those described above. The proposed account, however, is able to obtain the attested patterns while excluding the unattested patterns.
The article proceeds as follows. In the remainder of this section, I will discuss the proposal's individual components. I will present each of the key conditions, constraints and structural configurations and mention their most significant functions. We will see that the proposal makes several departures from the standard account. Among these are a requirement of strict succession between prosodic categories, the toleration of improper bracketing, and the possibility of stressless feet. §2 presents an analysis of the Perfect Grid patterns, the binary patterns that do not exhibit iambic-trochaic asymmetries. It examines the multiple roles of alignment constraints in the proposed account, and it examines the proposal's resources for avoiding clash and lapse. §3 demonstrates how the proposal obtains attested departures from the Perfect Grid and how it excludes unattested departures. Crucial to the analysis are the asymmetric formulations of the INITIALGRIDMARK and NON-FINALITY constraints (introduced below). These two constraints are the proposal's only devices for introducing clash and lapse in binary systems. §4 examines the standard account and identifies the particular properties that make it less restrictive. §5 presents some additional advantages obtained under the proposed account, beyond predicting iambic-trochaic asymmetries and § 6 contains a summary and concluding remarks.
Structural assumptions
The proposal's restrictiveness derives from a set of constraints and structural assumptions that run counter to prevailing theories' fundamental principles. First, where standard accounts tolerate weak layering between prosodic categories (see Mester 1992 and McCarthy & Prince 1993a , among others), the proposed account requires strict succession. Moras must be constituents of syllables, syllables must be constituents of feet, and feet must be constituents of prosodic words. In the present context, strict succession's most important role is to eliminate the possibility of unfooted syllables.
Second, the proposed account preserves a distinction between the metrical grid and the prosodic hierarchy, allowing each to maintain its own internal prominence relationships. This contrasts with prevailing approaches, which typically follow one of two courses. They either take entries on the metrical grid to be the heads of prosodic categories (as in the bracketed grids of Halle & Vergnaud 1987 and Hayes 1995) or they reject the metrical grid altogether, making allowances to interpret the head syllables of feet as stressed. The latter option can be found in recent optimality-theoretic accounts (see, for example, Crowhurst 1996) .
In the proposed account, metrical prominence is expressed in the relative height of gridmark columns. Gridmark columns indicate stress (or, more precisely, relative degrees of stress). Prosodic prominence is expressed using a system of prosodic heads. A head is the most prominent immediate constituent of a prosodic category -for example, the head syllable of a foot. We can think of syllables that are heads as the possible locations for stress and of heads that correspond to gridmark columns as the actual locations of stress. The formal separation of the two systems allows the theory to refer to heads and gridmarks independently.
Third, standard accounts insist that prosodic categories maintain proper bracketing (see Liberman 1975 , Itô & Mester 1992 , but the proposed account frequently utilises the structures illustrated in (1). (In illustrations of proposed structures throughout the article, vertical association lines indicate prosodic heads.) b.
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Intersecting iambs Intersecting trochees
The structures in (1), which I will refer to as INTERSECTIONS, are improperly bracketed feet that share a syllable.
Finally, following Selkirk (1980) , standard accounts insist that feet and stress maintain a one-to-one correspondence, but the proposed account often requires that feet share a stress, as in (2a), and sometimes requires that feet remain stressless, as in (2b). (The gridmark in (2a) is a foot-level gridmark. I omit the metrical grid's base level throughout the article.)
Stressless foot Gridmark sharing I will refer to the type of configuration in (2a) as a GRIDMARK-SHARING configuration. Since the two feet both have a foot-level gridmark within their domain, both are stressed. I will refer to the type of configuration in (2b) as a STRESSLESS FOOT. A stressless foot is a foot that does not have a foot-level gridmark within its domain.
Although intersection and gridmark sharing have never been components of a mainstream linguistic theory, the remainder of the assumptions presented above have been features of previous proposals. Strict succession, for example, is not a feature of current approaches, but it was included in Selkirk's (1984) Strict Layer Hypothesis and adopted in numerous subsequent accounts. The separation of the metrical grid and the prosodic hierarchy is similar in spirit, if not in actual execution, to the original proposals of Liberman (1975) and Liberman & Prince (1977) . Stressless feet, or at least the possibility of stressless feet, can be found in the proposals of Hayes (1987) , Tyhurst (1987 ), Hung (1993 , Selkirk (1995) and Crowhurst (1996) . Given the differences between the proposed and standard assumptions, representations of even the most basic stress patterns will also be different. Consider, for example, the stress pattern of Choctaw (Nicklas 1972 (Nicklas , 1975 , which stresses every even-numbered syllable counting from the left, except the ultima. Standard accounts would assign the type of structure in (4a) to Choctaw's even-parity forms, but the proposed account would assign the type of structure in (4b).
Standard structure Proposed structure
The standard structure exhibits weak layering and a one-to-one correspondence between feet and stress. The proposed structure exhibits strict succession and a stressless foot. Stressless feet are the proposal's primary device for producing strings of stressless syllables. For odd-parity forms, standard accounts would assign the type of structure in (5a), but the proposed account would assign the type of structure in (5b).
Standard structure
Proposed structure
The standard structure exhibits weak layering, proper bracketing and a one-to-one correspondence between feet and stress. The proposed structure exhibits strict succession, improper bracketing and a stress shared between two feet. The primary role of intersection and gridmark sharing 3 in the proposed account is to provide an alternative to monosyllabic feet for parsing the odd syllable of odd-parity forms.
3 Gridmark sharing implies intersection, but intersection does not imply gridmark sharing. For example, each of the following are possible intersection configurations :
In Hyde (2001) , I discussed several considerations that make intersections optimal even in configurations, like those in (i), that do not involve gridmark sharing. Since gridmark sharing is the focus here, I will not address these additional considerations. Throughout the article, configurations that might reasonably involve intersection without gridmark sharing are given an alternative structure that utilises a monosyllabic foot :
For example, (ii.a) is used in place of (i.a), (ii.b) is used in place of (i.b) and (ii.c) is used in place of (i.c). For every two adjacent syllables, one must be a foot-head.
Conditions and constraints
Since the conditions in (6) are non-violable restrictions on Gen, forms that fail these conditions are not potential output candidates. (For this reason, such forms will never be included in tableaux that demonstrate analyses within the proposed framework.) The Strict Succession condition (6a) governs the hierarchical relationships between prosodic categories. In the present context, its most important function is to ensure the exhaustive parsing of syllables into feet. The Headedness condition (6b) ensures that all prosodic categories have heads. Although feet need not be stressed (associated with a foot-level gridmark), they must have a head syllable. The Gridmark to Head condition (6c) governs the relationship between gridmarks and prosodic heads. Gridmarks must correspond to heads, but heads need not correspond to gridmarks. The FootCap condition (6d) limits the maximum size of feet to two syllables. The proposal contains no specific minimality requirement. The HeadGap condition (6e) limits the distance between foot-heads to a single syllable. 4 As in standard accounts, alignment constraints play a central role in the proposed account. Notice, however, that the constraints in (7) do not retain the standard alignment relationships between the edges of prosodic words and the edges of feet. Instead, they are alignment relationships between the edges of prosodic words and the edges of foot-heads (see Green 1993 for a previous similar proposal) or between the edges of prosodic words and the edges of foot-level gridmarks.
The left edge of every foot-head is aligned with the left edge of some prosodic word. b. HDS-R The right edge of every foot-head is aligned with the right edge of some prosodic word. c. PRWD-L
The left edge of every prosodic word is aligned with the left edge of some foot-head. d. PRWD-R
The right edge of every prosodic word is aligned with the right edge of some foot-head. e. FG-L
The left edge of every foot-level gridmark is aligned with the left edge of some prosodic word. f. FG-R The right edge of every foot-level gridmark is aligned with the right edge of some prosodic word.
The alignment constraints in (7a-d) play a significant role in producing binary stress patterns. The foot-head alignment constraints (7a, b) align the edges of foot-heads with the edges of prosodic words, and the prosodic word alignment constraints (7c, d) align the edges of prosodic words with the edges of foot-heads. We shall see in § 3 that alignment constraints referring to foot-heads are responsible for determining both foot type and footing directionality and that they also indirectly restrict the occurrence and position of intersections. The gridmark alignment constraints (7e, f), which align the edges of foot-level gridmarks with the edges of prosodic words, do not play a role in producing binary patterns. As we shall see in §5, gridmark alignment constraints allow the proposal to produce ternary and unbounded patterns. Although alignment constraints are crucial in the proposed account, their influence will be limited. This means that the remaining constraint types will be significant factors in obtaining even the most basic stress patterns :
(8) a. MAPGRIDMARK A foot-level gridmark occurs within the domain of every foot. b. *CLASH (adapted from Prince 1983) For any two gridmark entries on level n (lthe base level) there is an intervening entry on level nA1. Prince & Smolensky 1993) No foot-level gridmark occurs over the rightmost syllable of a prosodic word.
The MAPGRIDMARK constraint (8a) discourages stressless feet and the *CLASH constraint (8b) discourages adjacent stressed syllables. The INITIALGRIDMARK constraint (8c) requires stress on a prosodic word's initial syllable 5 and the NON-FINALITY constraint (8d) discourages stress on a prosodic word's final syllable. Notice that none of the conditions and constraints in (6)-(8) directly restricts intersection or gridmark sharing, and, in this sense, these configurations are freely allowed. Although it may seem counterintuitive at this point, this situation is an important component of the proposal's restrictiveness. As we shall see in § 2, a gridmark-sharing configuration is often an alternative to configurations that result in clash or lapse. Making this alternative freely available means that it is more difficult under the proposed account to produce departures from the Perfect Grid.
The Perfect Grid patterns
Systems that conform to the Perfect Grid have metrical patterns that contain neither clash nor lapse. Only four such patterns are possible, two trochaic and two iambic, and they are illustrated in (9). I will refer to the (9a, b) patterns as the MINIMAL ALTERNATION patterns, since these contain the fewest gridmarks possible without involving a lapse configuration. I will refer to the (9c, d) patterns as the MAXIMAL ALTER-NATION patterns, since these contain the most gridmarks possible without involving a clash configuration. Since each of the Perfect Grid patterns is attested, this group does not contain iambic-trochaic asymmetries. The trochaic pattern (9a) is found in Nengone (Tryon 1967) , which stresses every even-numbered syllable counting from the right. The iambic mirror image (9b) is exhibited by Araucanian (Echeverria & Contreras 1965) , which stresses every evennumbered syllable counting from the left. The trochaic pattern (9c) is found in Maranungku (Tryon 1970) , which stresses every odd-numbered syllable counting from the left. The iambic mirror image (9d) is exhibited by Suruwaha (Everett 1996) , which stresses every odd-numbered syllable counting from the right.
Minimal alternation
Three issues must be addressed in analysing the minimal alternation patterns. The first is the determination of foot type. Nengone requires trochaic footing and Araucanian requires iambic footing. The second is the determination of footing directionality. Nengone requires leftward footing and Araucanian requires rightward footing. As we shall see in §2.1.1, foot type and footing directionality are both determined by the proposal's foot-head alignment constraints. The third issue is how to parse the odd syllable of odd-parity forms. The proposal offers two options. Odd syllables can be parsed with a monosyllabic foot, or they can be included in an intersection. (Given the Strict Succession condition, nonparsing is not an option.) We shall see in §2.1.2 that utilising an intersection to parse the odd syllable allows the minimal alternation patterns to avoid clash and lapse.
2.1.1 Foot-head alignment. The primary functions of the foot-head alignment constraints, HDS-L and HDS-R, are to reduce structure, influence foot type and influence footing directionality. Throughout the article, it will be important to keep in mind that these particular constraints refer to foot-heads (syllables with vertical association lines) and not to foot-level gridmarks. To help avoid any initial confusion on this point, in the discussion that follows I have omitted foot-level gridmarks from the tableaux.
Foot-head alignment constraints reduce structure because they demand a minimal number of foot-heads : the fewer the number of feet in a prosodic word, the fewer the number of foot-heads to incur violations. One method to minimise the number of feet is to make them as large as possible. A second method is to avoid intersections.
Together, the FootCap condition and the foot-head alignment constraints largely determine the size of feet. FootCap establishes a universal maximum of two syllables, and foot-head alignment encourages feet to occur at this disyllabic maximum whenever possible. 6 As the contrast between (10a) and (10c) illustrates, using disyllabic feet to parse a string of syllables requires fewer feet and produces fewer foot-head alignment violations than using monosyllabic feet. As a result, foot-head alignment restricts the occurrence of monosyllabic feet. HDS-R is used to demonstrate the preferences of foot-head alignment. Foot-head alignment restricts the occurrence of intersections for similar reasons. As the contrast between (10a) and (10b) illustrates, using intersecting feet to parse a string of syllables requires more feet and produces more foot-head alignment violations than using non-intersecting feet. Foot-head alignment, then, tends to eliminate the additional structure that accompanies monosyllabic feet and intersections. In even-parity forms, like those in (10), foot-head alignment eliminates such structures entirely. In odd-parity forms, foot-head alignment restricts intersections and monosyllabic feet to the single occurrence necessary to parse the odd syllable.
Foot-head alignment's influence over foot type is most easily demonstrated using even-parity forms. HDS-L prefers trochaic footing, and HDS-R prefers iambic footing : In (11), the (a) candidate's trochaic footing allows it to perform better with respect to HDS-L. By positioning themselves at the left edges of the individual feet, the foot-heads also position themselves as near as possible to the left edge of the prosodic word. For similar reasons, the (b) candidate's iambic footing allows it to perform better with respect to HDS-R. In odd-parity forms, footing directionality also becomes an issue. Foothead alignment not only restricts intersections and monosyllabic feet to the single instance necessary to parse the odd syllable, it also determines the position in which the intersection or monosyllabic foot occurs. Alignment constraints affect an intersection's position similarly to the way in which they affect a monosyllabic foot's position (see Crowhurst & Hewitt 1995) . They prefer the concentration of structure that accompanies an intersection or monosyllabic foot to be as near as possible to the designated edge of alignment. HDS-L prefers that the intersection or monosyllabic foot occur at the prosodic word's left edge, as in (12a, b), and HDS-R prefers that the intersection or monosyllabic foot occur at the prosodic word's right edge, as in (12c, d). In conjunction with their preferences respecting foot type, then, HDS-L prefers footing that is both leftward and trochaic, and HDS-R prefers footing that is both rightward and iambic. Foot-head alignment, however, does not discriminate between intersections and monosyllabic feet in oddparity forms. An intersection at the designated edge produces the same violations as a monosyllabic foot. To see why intersections are often preferred over monosyllabic feet, we must examine intersection's utility in avoiding clash and lapse.
2.1.2 Gridmark sharing. Intersection's effectiveness in avoiding clash and lapse is most easily demonstrated in considering the odd-parity forms of the minimal alternation patterns. In the minimal alternation patterns, foot-head alignment constraints determine foot type and footing directionality. HDS-L produces the leftward trochaic footing necessary for Nengone and HDS-R produces the rightward iambic footing necessary for Araucanian. Two additional constraints, MAPGRIDMARK and *CLASH, conspire to promote intersections over monosyllabic feet as the method for parsing odd syllables.
Consider first the Nengone pattern, where stress occurs on every evennumbered syllable counting from the right :
In Nengone's odd-parity forms, HDS-L produces trochaic footing with either an intersection or a monosyllabic foot at the prosodic word's left edge. The *CLASH and MAPGRIDMARK constraints promote a gridmarksharing configuration over competing candidates with monosyllabic feet. As (14) demonstrates for a five-syllable form like (13d), /wačàruwíwi/, candidates that use a monosyllabic foot to parse the odd syllable must either tolerate clash, as in (d), or a stressless foot, as in (b) and (c). The stressless foot in candidate (c) results in a lapse configuration. A candidate that uses a gridmark-sharing configuration to parse the odd syllable, as in (a), avoids clash and stressless feet. In (14), each candidate satisfies HDS-L as well as possible, given the form's length. *CLASH excludes the adjacent stressed syllables of candidate (d), and MAPGRIDMARK excludes the stressless feet of candidates (b) and (c). Since its gridmark-sharing configuration satisfies MAPGRIDMARK and *CLASH simultaneously, the Nengone pattern in candidate (a) emerges as the winner. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (13c), /àčakáze/, HDS-L would still have produced trochaic footing, but footing directionality and the choice between an intersection or a monosyllabic foot would not have been factors in the evaluation. Next, consider the iambic mirror-image pattern of Araucanian, where stress occurs on every even-numbered syllable counting from the left: (15) a. wulé 'tomorrow' b. Wipánto 'year' c. elú muyù 'give us ' d. elú aènew 'he will give me'
The Araucanian pattern is obtained by replacing the HDS-L constraint from (14) with HDS-R. In odd-parity forms, HDS-R establishes iambic footing with either an intersection or monosyllabic foot at the prosodic word's right edge. *CLASH and MAPGRIDMARK promote a gridmarksharing configuration over competing candidates with monosyllabic feet. The tableau in (16) In (16), each candidate has optimal rightward foot-head alignment, given the form's length. The Acaucanian pattern in candidate (a) emerges as the winner, because its gridmark-sharing configuration simultaneously satisfies MAPGRIDMARK and *CLASH where the candidates with monosyllabic feet do not. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (15c), /elú muyù /, HDS-R would still have produced iambic footing, but footing directionality and the choice between an intersection or a monosyllabic foot would not have been factors in the evaluation.
Notice that the constraints in (14) and (16) are not crucially ranked. The (a) candidates actually harmonically bound the (b-d) candidates with respect to these particular constraints. This is an important factor in the proposal's restrictiveness, because it means that additional constraints would be necessary to obtain clash and lapse configurations like those in the (c, d) candidates. As we shall see in § 3, the constraints in the proposed account that can actually produce clash or lapse can only produce them in a limited number of contexts. The proposal will be able to produce the trochaic (14c, d) configurations, for example, but it will not be able to produce the iambic (16c, d) configurations. Next, we examine the role of the prosodic word alignment constraints in producing the maximal alternation patterns.
Maximal alternation
In certain situations, the prosodic word alignment constraints, PRWD-L and PRWD-R, restrict foot-head alignment's ability to position foot-heads.
The circumstance arises when a prosodic word alignment constraint dominates a foot-head alignment constraint with the opposite directional specification : either PRWD-L4HDS-R or PRWD-R4HDS-L. The conflicting directionality resulting from such rankings produces the maximal alternation patterns.
Like the minimal alternation patterns, the maximal alternation patterns avoid clash and lapse, but gridmark sharing is not the crucial factor in these cases. Maximal alternation avoids these configurations because conflicting alignment constraints distribute foot-heads in such way that there is no potential conflict between *CLASH and MAPGRIDMARK. Since conflicting alignment does not produce adjacent foot-heads, there is no opportunity for clash. Since there is no opportunity for clash, there is also no need for the stressless feet that might be used to avoid clash.
Consider first the Maranungku pattern, where stress occurs on every odd-numbered syllable counting from the left:
The Maranungku pattern emerges when PRWD-L dominates HDS-R. In even-parity forms, this ranking produces the typical trochaic pattern, the same pattern produced by leftward foot-head alignment. The tableau in (18) demonstrates this for a four-syllable form like (17c), /yá‰armàta/. 
(not a possible candidate)
Although the trochaic candidate (a) does not perform as well as the iambic candidate (b) with respect to HDS-R, its trochaic footing positions a foothead at the prosodic word's left edge, allowing it to satisfy the higherranked PRWD-L. Candidate (a) emerges as the winner. The type of form illustrated in (c), where an iamb follows a trochee, would also satisfy PRWD-L and would perform better than candidate (a) with respect to HDS-R. Example (c), however, has two syllables intervening between its first and second foot-heads. Since it fails the HeadGap condition, it cannot be considered as an output candidate. In odd-parity forms, the pattern produced by conflicting alignment differs from the patterns that we have examined previously. As (19) demonstrates for a five-syllable form like (17d), /lá‰karàtatì/, the ranking PRWD-L4HDS-R produces a foot pattern that exhibits neither optimal leftward nor optimal rightward foot-head alignment. The foot-heads of the optimal candidate (b) seem to be drawn in both directions at once. Candidate (a) exhibits the Nengone pattern. It has optimal leftward foot-head alignment, given the form's length. Candidate (c) exhibits the Araucanian pattern. It has optimal rightward foot-head alignment. In candidate (b), which exhibits the Maranungku pattern, the foot-heads are not optimally aligned in either direction. PRWD-L excludes candidate (c) because the prosodic word does not have a foot-head at its left edge. Candidates (a) and (b) both have foot-heads at the prosodic word's left edge, but HDS-R excludes candidate (a) because it has more violations than candidate (b). The Maranungku pattern in candidate (b) emerges as the winner. Since neither the optimal candidate nor its closest competitors violate MAPGRIDMARK or *CLASH, their ranking is not a crucial factor here. The type of form illustrated in (d), where a trochee precedes two intersected iambs, would also satisfy PRWD-L, MAPGRIDMARK and *CLASH, and would perform better than candidate (b) with respect to HDS-R. Since (d) has two syllables intervening between its first and second foot-heads, however, it fails the HeadGap condition and cannot be considered as an output candidate.
Next consider the iambic mirror-image pattern in Suruwaha, where stress occurs on every odd-numbered syllable counting from the right : Candidate (a) exhibits the Araucanian pattern, candidate (b) exhibits the Suruwaha pattern and candidate (c) exhibits the Nengone pattern. The Suruwaha pattern in candidate (b) emerges as the winner, because it has the best possible leftward foot-head alignment while maintaining a foothead at the prosodic word's right edge. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (20c), /dakù hurú /, the ranking PRWD-R4HDS-L would have produced the typical iambic even-parity pattern, the same pattern produced by rightward foot-head alignment.
We have seen, then, that the proposal produces the four patterns that conform to the Perfect Grid. Since each of these patterns is attested, this is the desired result. The possibility of gridmark sharing was crucial in avoiding clash and lapse in the minimal alternation patterns, and conflicting alignment was crucial in avoiding clash and lapse in the maximal alternation patterns. Next, we turn to patterns that depart from the Perfect Grid, the patterns that exhibit iambic-trochaic asymmetries.
Departures from the Perfect Grid
The proposed account severely restricts clash and lapse. In fact, the considerations discussed above would eliminate clash and lapse entirely, if the proposal did not also provide specific mechanisms to introduce them. Given the proposal's structural assumptions, the constraints discussed in § 2 -foot-head alignment, prosodic word alignment, MAPGRIDMARK and *CLASH -are only capable of producing the four patterns that conform to the Perfect Grid. To obtain attested variations on the Perfect Grid patterns, we must also consider the INITIALGRIDMARK and NON-FINALITY constraints. INITIALGRIDMARK and NON-FINALITY are the only devices available to the proposed account for introducing clash and lapse in binary systems.
The relationship between INITIALGRIDMARK and NON-FINALITY parallels the relationship between the familiar ONSET and NOCODA constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993) . Like ONSET, INITIALGRIDMARK requires certain material at the left edge of a certain domain. ONSET requires a consonant at the left edge of a syllable and INITIALGRIDMARK requires a foot-level gridmark at the left edge of a prosodic word. Like NOCODA, NON-FINALITY bans the same material from the right edge of the same domain. NOCODA bans consonants from the right edge of a syllable and NON-FINALITY bans foot-level gridmarks from the right edge of a prosodic word.
Neither INITIALGRIDMARK nor NON-FINALITY can be exclusively associated with either clash or lapse. INITIALGRIDMARK produces both clash and lapse and NON-FINALITY produces both clash and lapse. The difference is that INITIALGRIDMARK produces clash or lapse near the left edge of a prosodic word and NON-FINALITY produces clash or lapse near the right edge. The clash and lapse configurations produced by the two constraints, however, are not mirror images of each other. As we shall see in § 3.1, when INITIALGRIDMARK produces clash, it produces it exactly at the left edge of the prosodic word. When INITIALGRIDMARK produces lapse, it produces it one syllable removed from the left edge. As we shall see in § §3.2 and 3.3, when NON-FINALITY produces clash, it produces it one syllable removed from the right edge of the prosodic word. When NON-FINALITY produces lapse, it produces it either exactly at the right edge or immediately preceding the penult.
Initial gridmark patterns
INITIALGRIDMARK's asymmetric formulation allows the proposal to explain iambic-trochaic asymmetries like those in (22). There is apparently no example of the iambic mirror image (22b). AntiPassamaquoddy would stress the ultima and every even-numbered syllable counting from the left. The trochaic pattern (22c) is exhibited by Garawa (Furby 1974) , which stresses the initial syllable and every even-numbered syllable counting from the right, except the peninitial syllable :
There is apparently no example of the iambic mirror image (22d). AntiGarawa would stress the ultima and every even-numbered syllable counting from the left, except the penult.
Satisfying INITIALGRIDMARK sometimes requires violating either *CLASH or MAPGRIDMARK, a consequence that cannot be avoided through gridmark sharing. The circumstance arises in odd-parity forms with leftward foot-head alignment, the configuration exhibited by Nengone's oddparity forms in §2. Since such forms have two adjacent foot-heads at their left edge, stressing the first foot-head in addition to the second produces a clash exactly at the left edge of the prosodic word. Stressing the first and removing the stress from the second produces a stressless foot. This creates a lapse one syllable removed from the left edge.
When INITIALGRIDMARK produces clash in odd-parity forms, the result is the Passamaquoddy stress pattern. Assuming that HDS-L is highly ranked, the closest competitors have two adjacent foot-heads at the prosodic word's left edge. As (25) demonstrates for a seven-syllable form like (23d), /tèhsàhkwapàsoltíne/, ranking INITIALGRIDMARK and MAPGRID-MARK above *CLASH ensures that both heads are stressed : INITIALGRIDMARK excludes candidate (c), which exhibits the Nengone pattern, because its gridmark-sharing configuration does not position a gridmark over the initial syllable. MAPGRIDMARK excludes candidate (b), because leaving its second foot-head stressless means that its second foot is also stressless. The Passamaquoddy pattern in candidate (a), which only violates the low-ranked *CLASH, emerges as the winner. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (23c), /wìcohkètahámal/, leftward foot-head alignment would not have produced two adjacent foot-heads, and there would have been no opportunity for clash. The result would have been the typical trochaic even-parity pattern. When INITIALGRIDMARK produces a lapse in odd-parity forms, the result is the Garawa stress pattern. If we reverse the ranking in (25) between *CLASH and MAPGRIDMARK, satisfying INITIALGRIDMARK produces a stressless foot one syllable removed from the left edge of the prosodic word. The tableau in (26) demonstrates the new ranking for a sevensyllable form like (24d), /‰ánkiRikìRimpàya/. Assuming again that HDS-L is highly ranked, INITIALGRIDMARK excludes Nengone's gridmark-sharing configuration in candidate (c) and *CLASH excludes Passamaquoddy's clash configuration in candidate (a). This leaves the Garawa pattern in candidate (b), with its stressless foot and corresponding lapse configuration, as the winner. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (24c), /yákalàkalàmpa/, HDS-L would not have produced adjacent foot-heads, and there would have been no occasion for lapse. The result would have been the typical trochaic evenparity pattern.
INITIALGRIDMARK produces attested departures from the Perfect Grid at the left edge of a prosodic word. It allows the proposal to obtain the Passamaquoddy and Garawa patterns as variations on the Nengone pattern. Because INITIALGRIDMARK is asymmetric, however, in that it only affects a prosodic word's left edge, it cannot produce similar departures from the Perfect Grid at a prosodic word's right edge. It does not allow the proposal to obtain the unattested anti-Passamaquoddy and anti-Garawa patterns. As (27) demonstrates, these iambic mirror images are harmonically bounded by Araucanian's gridmark-sharing configuration. Since we are now considering iambic patterns, HDS-R replaces HDS-L in the tableau. 
Iambic non-finality patterns
The NON-FINALITY constraint's asymmetric formulation allows the proposal to explain iambic-trochaic asymmetries like those in (28). There is apparently no example of the trochaic mirror image (28a). AntiChoctaw would stress every even-numbered syllable counting from the right, except the initial syllable. The iambic pattern (28d) is found in Aguaruna (Payne 1990 , Hung 1994 , which stresses the penult and every even-numbered syllable counting from the left that precedes the penult :
There is apparently no example of the trochaic mirror image (30c). AntiAguaruna would stress the peninitial syllable and every even-numbered syllable counting from the right that follows the peninitial syllable.
In certain contexts, satisfying NON-FINALITY means violating either MAPGRIDMARK or HDS-R. One such context arises in the even-parity forms of systems with rightward foot-head alignment, systems like the iambic Araucanian from § 2. In even-parity forms with iambic footing, final syllables are foot-heads and potential locations for stress. Since NON-FINALITY prohibits stress in this location, it requires a departure from the typical iambic even-parity pattern. Deleting the final stress produces a final stressless foot and a lapse configuration exactly at the right edge of the prosodic word. Shifting the final stress to the left produces a final trochee and a clash configuration one syllable removed from the right edge.
When NON-FINALITY creates a lapse in even-parity forms, the result is the Choctaw stress pattern. As (31) demonstrates for a four-syllable form like (29c), /čipísali/, ranking NON-FINALITY and HDS-R above MAPGRID-MARK produces a final stressless foot. When NON-FINALITY creates a clash in even-parity forms, the result is the Aguaruna stress pattern. NON-FINALITY and MAPGRIDMARK must both dominate HDS-R. This is sufficient to create a final trochee. HDS-R, in turn, must dominate *CLASH. This ensures that the remaining feet will be iambs, preserving the desired clash configuration. The (32) tableau demonstrates the ranking NON-FINALITY, MAPGRIDMARK4HDS-R4 *CLASH for a four-syllable form like (30a), /ičínàka/. (c) has two, it has fewer HDS-R violations and emerges as the winner. Had we considered an odd-parity input, such as (30b), /ičínakàna/, a gridmarksharing configuration would have avoided final stress and there would have been no occasion for clash. In iambic even-parity forms, NON-FINALITY produces departures from the Perfect Grid near the prosodic word's right edge. It allows the proposal to obtain the iambic Choctaw and Aguaruna patterns as variations on the Araucanian pattern. Since the mirror-image trochaic patterns are unattested, it is necessary to demonstrate that the proposal makes the correct predictions in this respect as well. NON-FINALITY demands that final syllables be stressless, but it says nothing about initial syllables. Since the proposal has no device in this context for creating stressless initial feet or stressed initial iambs, the anti-Choctaw and anti-Aguaruna patterns are harmonically bounded by the Nengone pattern from §2. Since we are now considering trochaic patterns, HDS-L replaces HDS-R in (33). In (33), candidate (a) exhibits the Nengone pattern, candidate (b) exhibits the anti-Choctaw pattern and candidate (c) exhibits the anti-Aguaruna pattern. Since candidate (a) performs as well as candidate (b) with respect to NON-FINALITY, HDS-L and *CLASH, and better with respect to MAP-GRIDMARK, candidate (a) harmonically bounds candidate (b). Since candidate (a) performs as well as candidate (c) with respect to NON-FINALITY and MAPGRIDMARK, and better with respect to HDS-L and *CLASH, candidate (a) also harmonically bounds candidate (c).
The NON-FINALITY constraint, then, allows the proposal to account for the iambic-trochaic asymmetries in (28). It makes available the iambic Choctaw and Aguaruna patterns without also making available their unattested trochaic mirror images. Although the standard account also uses NON-FINALITY to produce stress patterns like Choctaw and Aguaruna, 10 this is typically the full extent of NON-FINALITY's involvement in binary systems. NON-FINALITY emerges as a more central player in the proposed account in that it is also crucial in obtaining two attested trochaic patterns. Here, the trochaic patterns are attested, and the iambic mirror images are unattested. The trochaic pattern (34a) is found in Pintupi (Hansen & Hansen 1969) , which stresses every odd-numbered syllable counting from the left, except the ultima : (35) a. máawàna 'through (from) behind ' b. pú i‰kàlatju ' we (sat) on the hill' c. tjámulìmpatjù nku 'our relation ' d. ÛíiRì‰ulàmpatju ' the fire for our benefit flared up' There is apparently no example of the iambic mirror image (34b). AntiPintupi would stress every odd-numbered syllable counting from the right, except the initial syllable. The trochaic pattern (34c) is exhibited by Piro (Matteson 1965) , which stresses the penult and every odd-numbered syllable counting from the left that precedes the penult, except the antepenult : 11 (36) a. tšìyaháta 'he cries' b. sàlwayehkáta 'they visit each other' c. pètšhitšìmatlóna ' they say they stalk it ' d. rù slunòtinitkána 'their voices already changed ' There is apparently no example of the iambic mirror image (34d). AntiPiro would stress the peninitial syllable and every odd-numbered syllable counting from the right that follows the peninitial syllable, except the postpeninitial syllable.
Trochaic non-finality patterns

NON-FINALITY's asymmetric formulation also allows the proposal to explain iambic-trochaic asymmetries like those in (34
The analysis of trochaic Pintupi parallels the analysis of iambic Choctaw and the analysis of trochaic Piro parallels the analysis of iambic Aguaruna. The crucial factor making parallel analyses possible is HDS-R's role in obtaining both the iambic and trochaic patterns. In §2, we saw that the ranking PRWD-L4HDS-R produces final stress in the odd-parity forms of Maranungku. Since this result conflicts with NON-FINALITY, a highly ranked NON-FINALITY constraint can create variations on this type. As in the iambic cases discussed above, satisfying NON-FINALITY means violating either MAPGRIDMARK or HDS-R. If MAPGRIDMARK is violated, the result is a stressless foot at the prosodic word's right edge. If HDS-R is violated, the result is a stressed trochee in the same position.
When NON-FINALITY produces a stressless final foot in odd-parity forms, the result is the Pintupi pattern. The (37) tableau demonstrates the ranking NON-FINALITY, HDS-R4MAPGRIDMARK for a five-syllable form like (35b), /pú i‰kàlatju/. It also demonstrates the effects of PRWD-L. Since it has final stress, it is excluded by NON-FINALITY. Candidate (b) avoids final stress with a final trochaic foot. Since this results in candidate (b) having one more HDS-R violation than candidate (a), HDS-R excludes candidate (b). The Pintupi pattern in candidate (a), with its stressless final foot, emerges as the winner. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (35a), /máawàna/, the ranking PRWD-L4HDS-R would have produced the typical trochaic even-parity pattern. Since the final syllable would not have been a potential location for stress, there would have been no occasion for a stressless foot. Pintupi parallels Choctaw in that a high-ranking NON-FINALITY constraint produces a stressless final foot, resulting in lapse. There is also a trochaic parallel to Aguaruna. When HDS-R is violated instead of MAP-GRIDMARK, the result is the Piro stress pattern. In the Piro case, however, the configuration produced by a stressed final trochee differs from that in Aguaruna. The trochee does not have to follow an iamb with the result being a clash configuration. Instead, it avoids clash by sharing a gridmark with a preceding trochee. This creates a lapse immediately preceding the penult. The tableau in (38) demonstrates the ranking NON-FINALITY, MAPGRIDMARK4HDS-R for a five-syllable form like (36b), /sàlwayehkáta/. It also illustrates the effects of PRWD-L and *CLASH. Had we considered an even-parity input, such as (36a), /tšìyaháta/, the ranking PRWD-L4HDS-R would have produced the typical trochaic even-parity pattern. Although NON-FINALITY allows the proposal to obtain the Pintupi and Piro patterns, it does not allow the proposal to obtain their unattested iambic mirror images. Since the proposal has no device in this context for creating stressless initial feet or stressed initial iambs, anti-Pintupi and anti-Piro are harmonically bounded by the Suruwaha pattern from §2. PRWD-L and HDS-R are replaced in (39) with the corresponding iambic pair PRWD-R and HDS-L: NON-FINALITY, then, also allows the proposal to account for the iambictrochaic asymmetries illustrated in (34). It makes available the attested Pintupi and Piro patterns, but it does not also make available their unattested iambic mirror images.
Summary
We have seen that the proposed account obtains each of the four patterns -Nengone, Araucanian, Maranungku and Suruwaha -that conform to the Perfect Grid. Since each of these patterns is attested, this is the desired result. We have also seen that the proposed account correctly predicts certain well-known iambic-trochaic asymmetries. These asymmetries occur in the group of binary patterns that depart from the Perfect Grid. Given the proposal's structural assumptions, departures from the Perfect Grid are severely restricted. Only two constraints can introduce clash or lapse in binary systems. First, the INITIALGRIDMARK constraint produced the Passamaquoddy and Garawa patterns without also producing the unattested anti-Passamaquoddy and anti-Garawa patterns. Next, the NON-FINALITY constraint produced the Choctaw and Aguaruna patterns without also producing the unattested anti-Choctaw and antiAguaruna patterns. Finally, NON-FINALITY also produced the Pintupi and Piro patterns without producing the unattested anti-Pintupi and anti-Piro patterns. In §4, we examine the predictions of the standard account with respect to these same binary systems.
The standard account
In § §2 and 3, we examined sixteen binary patterns. Ten were attested and six were not. The proposal correctly obtained the ten attested patterns and correctly excluded the six unattested patterns. In this section, we will see why the standard account does not produce similarly successful results.
The standard constraints in (40), based on McCarthy & Prince (1993a), will be important to the discussion. Since the standard constraints and their interactions are familiar from the literature, I will not present them in detail. PARSE-s discourages unfooted syllables and FTBIN discourages monosyllabic feet (since I am not considering heavy syllables as a factor here, FTBIN's moraic aspect will not be an issue). ALLFT-L and ALLFT-R draw feet towards the designated edge of a prosodic word. FOOT-L and FOOT-R position a single foot at the designated edge of a prosodic word. TROCHEE and IAMB determine foot type.
In the standard account, alignment constraints are an important factor in determining stress patterns because they decide the position of unfooted syllables and monosyllabic feet. All too often, however, alignment locates these structures in positions that create undesirable clash or lapse configurations.
To illustrate, an unfooted syllable occurs in odd-parity forms when FTBIN dominates PARSE-s. ALLFT-L positions the unfooted syllable at the prosodic word's right edge :
The result is the Pintupi pattern when footing is trochaic and the Araucanian pattern when footing is iambic. In a similar fashion, ALLFT-R positions the unfooted syllable at the prosodic word's left edge :
The result is the Nengone pattern when footing is trochaic and the antiPintupi pattern when footing is iambic. Anti-Pintupi is unattested. Positioning a single foot at the left edge and drawing all remaining feet to the right leaves the postpeninitial syllable unfooted in odd-parity forms :
The result is the Garawa pattern when footing is trochaic and the antiPiro pattern when footing is iambic. Anti-Piro is unattested. Similarly, positioning a single foot at the right edge and drawing all remaining feet to the left leaves the antepenult unfooted in odd-parity forms :
(44) a.
The result is the Piro pattern when footing is trochaic and the antiGarawa pattern when footing is iambic. Anti-Garawa is unattested. When an unfooted syllable occurs in odd-parity forms, then, the standard account produces five attested patterns, but it also produces three unattested patterns. Monosyllabic feet, which occur in odd-parity forms under the ranking PARSE-s 4FTBIN, create similar problems. They allow the standard account to produce three attested patterns, but they also allow it to produce an unattested pattern.
To illustrate, ALLFT-L positions the monosyllabic foot at the prosodic word's left edge :
Passamaquoddy Suruwaha
With trochaic footing, the result is the Passamaquoddy pattern, and, with iambic footing, the result is the Suruwaha pattern. In a similar fashion, ALLFT-R positions a monosyllabic foot at the prosodic word's right edge :
Anti-Passamaquoddy Maranungku
With trochaic footing, the result is the Maranungku pattern, but, with iambic footing, the result is the anti-Passamaquoddy pattern. AntiPassamaquoddy is unattested.
Although the NON-FINALITY constraint plays a less prominent role in the standard account, it does allow the standard account to obtain three additional patterns. Two are attested, and one is unattested. To illustrate, when NON-FINALITY and FTBIN dominate PARSE-s, and PARSE-s dominates IAMB, the result is the Aguaruna pattern:
Non-fin, FtBinêParse-sêIamb When NON-FINALITY, IAMB and FTBIN all dominate PARSE-s, leftward alignment of feet produces the Choctaw pattern:
Non-fin, Iamb, FtBinêParse-sêAllFt-L Given the same ranking, but with rightward alignment of feet, the result is the unattested anti-Choctaw pattern:
Non-fin, Iamb, FtBinêParse-sêAllFt-R Although the pattern in (49) is produced with iambs rather than trochees, stress would still occur on every even-numbered syllable counting from the right, except the initial syllable. As in the proposed account, NON-FINALITY does not allow the standard account to produce the unattested anti-Aguaruna pattern:
Aguaruna/anti-Aguaruna is the only iambic-trochaic asymmetry that the standard account predicts correctly.
The standard account, then, makes the wrong prediction in five of the sixteen cases that we have considered. It fails to exclude several unattested patterns, because it cannot restrict clash and lapse to appropriate positions. Three factors contribute to this situation. First, foot type and footing directionality are completely independent in the standard account. Foot alignment constraints determine footing directionality, but IAMB and TROCHEE determine foot type. This means that every foot pattern that alignment can produce is available in both iambic and trochaic versions. The second factor is weak layering. Tolerating unfooted syllables provides too many opportunities for lapse. Unfooted syllables, for example, produce the unattested anti-Pintupi, anti-Piro, anti-Garawa and antiChoctaw patterns, patterns that are harmonically bounded in the proposed account. The final factor is the absence of alternatives to monosyllabic feet for parsing the odd syllable of odd-parity forms. The reliance on monosyllabic feet provides too many opportunities for clash. A monosyllabic foot, for example, produces the anti-Passamaquoddy pattern, a pattern that is harmonically bounded in the proposed account.
Although we have examined only a few patterns in detail, it should be clear why the proposed account is in general more restrictive than the standard account. There are only four possible patterns that conform to the Perfect Grid, and both the proposed account and the standard account produce all four. Obtaining additional patterns requires introducing either clash or lapse. The restrictions imposed under the proposed account, however, especially the restrictions imposed by the Strict Succession condition and the possibility of gridmark sharing, mean that clash and lapse are more effectively constrained under the proposed account and that the proposed account can produce fewer of these additional patterns. In general, then, the proposed account must be more restrictive than the standard account. 12 12 Kager (2001) presents a preliminary proposal addressing some of the same asymmetries discussed above. I want to mention it here, because it may present an alternative to both the proposed account and the standard account when a more mature version becomes available. Kager (2001) maintains the structural assumptions of the standard approach but diminishes the role of alignment, relying on constraints that license clash or lapse in certain positions to achieve directionality effects. The proposals about licensing lapse configurations seem to be in a more advanced stage than the proposals about licensing clash configurations. One apparent problem in the proposal, which Kager acknowledges, seems to derive at least partially from the fact that the proposal retains the standard structural assumptions. Weak layering helps to produce two gaps in the predicted typology. Although the role of alignment is diminished, and the positions of lapse are directly restricted, the proposal is still able to produce the unattested anti-Piro and anti-Garawa patterns.
Justifying intersections
Although the proposal contains several departures from the standard account, it would not be possible in an article-length presentation to provide additional justification for each departure. I focus below on improper bracketing because I suspect that it will be the most controversial aspect of the proposal. Neither intersection nor gridmark sharing has ever been a component of a mainstream linguistic theory. Although the literature has not addressed the possibility of gridmark sharing, the rejection of intersection is long-standing and seems to be unanimous. For example, Liberman (1975) , Itô & Mester (1992) and Kenstowicz (1995) have all explicitly rejected improper bracketing with respect to prosodic categories. Challenging such a firmly held assumption seems to require multiple lines of evidence, and we shall see below that there is abundant support for improper bracketing. Despite its absence from the domain of prosodic structure, improper bracketing has emerged in other contexts. It plays a role in the theories of musical rhythm advanced by Cooper & Meyer (1960) and Lehrdahl & Jackendoff (1983) . Lehrdahl & Jackendoff's account is especially significant because of its similarity to theories of linguistic rhythm. In morphology, haplology can be considered a case of improper bracketing where two morphemes share a segment or string of segments. This is especially clear in the coalescence analyses of Lawrence (1997) and de Lacy (2000) . Kenstowicz' (1995) analogy between affricates and intersecting feet suggests that an affricate's specification as both [+continuant] and [Acontinuant] is a case of improper bracketing. Two feature specifications on the same tier share a timing slot, just as two feet would share a syllable. Finally, Itô & Mester (1992) argue that their ban on improper bracketing should not be taken to prohibit the segmental ambisyllabicity most often associated with gemination and flapping.
I have already provided substantial justification for improperly bracketed feet. Their role in restricting clash and lapse helps the theory to accurately predict iambic-trochaic asymmetries. The case for intersections is further strengthened, however, when we consider their usefulness in producing ternary patterns and when we consider their usefulness in explaining phenomena that are not directly related to stress. First, we will see in §5.1 that intersections account for certain lengthening effects in Wargamay and YidiÀ. Although the relevant lengthening always occurs in a stressed syllable, we will see that lengthening cannot be explained by the position of stress. It can, however, be explained by the position of an intersection. Second, we will see in §5.2 that intersection helps to avoid certain types of insertion/deletion pathologies. The pathologies arise from general considerations concerning binary footing and are not associated with any particular stress pattern. Finally, in § 5.3, we will see that intersection allows the proposal to produce ternary stress systems despite the assumptions of strict succession and maximally disyllabic footing. §5.3 will also briefly examine the role of stressless feet in producing unbounded stress systems.
Lengthening effects
Since the influence of intersections can be detected in phenomena that are not directly related to stress, there is ample evidence for intersections beyond their role in producing binary stress patterns. The first line of additional evidence is based on an analogy between consonants that belong to two syllables, as in (51a), and syllables that belong to two feet, as in (51b).
Ambisyllabic consonant Ambipodal syllable
It has been suggested numerous times in the literature 13 that ambisyllabic consonants can be interpreted as phonetically long in some languages (true geminates in Persian, for example) and can be interpreted as phonetically short in other languages (flapping in English, for example). My suggestion here is that ambipodal syllables are subject to similar interpretations. They may be interpreted as phonetically short in some languages, as in most of the cases of intersection discussed above, and they may be interpreted as phonetically long in others. 14 Interpreting ambipodal syllables as long allows intersection to account for certain lengthening effects in YidiÀ (Dixon 1977a, b) and Wargamay (Dixon 1981) , analogously to the way in which ambisyllabicity accounts for gemination. To illustrate, YidiÀ lengthens the vowel in the penultimate syllable of odd-parity forms, as in (52a, b). Odd-parity forms are iambic and stress every even-numbered syllable counting from the left.
(52) a. galína£galí:na 'go-PURP' b. gudágudága£gudágudá:ga 'dog-REDUP-ABS ' c. gáli‰ 'go-PRES' d. gú dagágu 'dog-PURP ' e. yad y í:ri‰ál ' walk about-GOING-TRANS-PRES '
13 The literature bearing on gemination and ambisyllabicity is extensive. See Kahn (1976) , Leben (1980) , Borowsky et al. (1984) , Giegerich (1992), Hammond & Dupoux (1996) , Rubach (1996) and Spencer (1996) , among numerous others. 14 There are several ways to formulate a phonetic constraint that would produce lengthening in ambipodal syllables. My tentative suggestion is as follows :
Constraints with similar formulations might be used to interpret other cases of multiple linking.
As (52c-e) illustrate, there is no parallel lengthening effect in even-parity forms. 15 Even-parity forms are typically trochaic, 16 as in (52c, d), but may be iambic if they contain a heavy syllable, as in (52e). An analysis of YidiÀ's odd-parity penultimate lengthening requires two components. There must be a device to produce the necessary lengthening, and there must be a method for selecting the desired syllable. The standard approach, which would assign odd-parity forms the type of structure in (53a), provides neither.
Odd parity Trochaic even parity Iambic even parity
As (53a) illustrates, YidiÀ's odd-parity forms would be parsed using a string of iambs followed by an unfooted syllable. The lengthened penult would be the head of the final iamb. The standard approach encounters two problems. First, the standard structures provide no way to distinguish the penult of odd-parity forms from most other syllables, so the standard approach has no method to select the appropriate syllable for lengthening. It is not possible, for example, to provide a distinction based on stressed positions generally. Although the penult in odd-parity forms is stressed, many other syllables are also stressed, and these do not undergo lengthening. It is also not possible to provide a distinction based on the position of primary stress in particular. There are two reasons. First, there is no indication that primary stress is penultimate. Dixon denies that any one stress is more prominent than the others, and Hayes (1995) cites Hale (personal communication) in suggesting that the leftmost stress is primary. Second, even if lengthening happened to coincide with the primary stress of odd-parity forms, primary stress could not be associated with lengthening. Even-parity forms would also have primary stress, but they do not undergo lengthening. The only other straightforward option 17 seems to be a distinction based on footing, but this is impossible for similar reasons. Although the penult in oddparity forms is footed, so are most other syllables, and these do not undergo lengthening. Although the penult in odd-parity forms occurs in the final foot in particular, syllables in the final feet of even-parity forms do not undergo lengthening.
15 Some lengthening effects in YidiÀ are the result of morphological or compensatory lengthening processes. This is the case for the long vowel in (52e). I do not consider such processes here. 16 The YidiÀ stress pattern, where footing is iambic in odd-parity forms and trochaic in even-parity forms, can be obtained in the proposed framework under the ranking NON-FINALITY, MAPGRIDMARK, *CLASH4HDS-R. This simply reverses the positions of *CLASH and HDS-R from the ranking in tableau (32). 17 In locating the syllable to be lengthened, the standard account might refer to 'a syllable adjacent to an unfooted syllable '. Allowing the grammar to make such a complex reference, however, is clearly undesirable. It is also unnecessary in light of the proposed alternative.
The second problem for the standard account is that standard structures do not provide for a lengthening device. Since footing is iambic in oddparity forms, iambic lengthening may seem like an obvious candidate. 18 This option is unattractive, however, because it would not be the typically general effect observed in the canonical cases. Both feet in (53a) are iambs, but only one undergoes lengthening. Feet in even-parity forms are also sometimes iambic, as in (53c), but do not undergo lengthening.
Intersection allows the proposed approach to overcome these difficulties. In addition to the stressed/unstressed distinction, the proposed structures provide an ambipodal/non-ambipodal distinction. Odd-parity forms would be assigned the type of structure in (54a), where an intersection occurs at the prosodic word's right edge. The proposed account can distinguish between the penultimate syllable of odd-parity forms and other syllables because it is the only syllable that is ambipodal. As discussed above, foot-head alignment constraints determine both the number of intersections that a form contains and the position in which intersections occur. Typically, odd-parity forms contain only a single intersection, explaining the number of lengthened syllables. Also typically, the intersection's position matches the direction of alignment (rightward in this case), explaining the lengthened syllable's position. Since even-parity forms usually do not contain intersections, as illustrated in (54b, c), the absence of lengthening in even-parity forms is expected. Intersection also provides the proposed account with the actual lengthening device. Just as additional length can be the interpretation when a segment belongs to two syllables, added length here arises because the penult in odd-parity forms belongs to two feet. Under the proposed account, YidiÀ's lengthening device is the phonetic interpretation of an ambipodal syllable as long, and appropriately positioning an intersection correctly selects the desired syllable. Under the standard account, iambic lengthening is a potential (though unattractive) device for lengthening, but there is no way to select the desired syllable.
Wargamay presents a similar situation, but because Wargamay is trochaic, there is no possibility of invoking iambic lengthening as a potential lengthening device. Wargamay stresses every even-numbered syllable counting from the right, unless the initial syllable is heavy. If the initial syllable is heavy, as in (55e), stress will shift from a peninitial syllable to the initial syllable. The leftmost stress in a form is always the primary stress. (55) The relevant lengthening effect occurs in odd-parity forms with light initial syllables. As (55a, b) illustrate, the peninitial syllable lengthens in such cases.
The standard account has neither a device to produce lengthening in odd-parity peninitial syllables nor a method to select the appropriate syllable. The structure that standard accounts would assign such forms is illustrated in (56a).
Odd parity Even parity Initial heavy syllable
Although lengthening always coincides with primary stress, primary stress does not always coincide with lengthening. Lengthening does not occur in even-parity forms or in odd-parity forms with initial heavy syllables. Since both have primary stress, primary stress cannot be a factor either in producing lengthening or in locating the syllable to be lengthened. Using a form's initial foot to locate the desired syllable is impossible for similar reasons. There seem to be no other straightforward options. The proposed account would assign the type of structure in (57a) to Wargamay's odd-parity forms.
(57) a. H s
Even parity
As in the YidiÀ analysis, the interpretation of an ambipodal syllable as long provides the necessary lengthening. The intersection's location predicts the lengthened syllable's location. Alignment constraints (leftward in this case) determine the intersection's position. Since there would be no intersection in even-parity forms or in odd-parity forms with an initial heavy syllable, there is no lengthening in these types. The standard account, then, provides neither a device for lengthening in Wargamay nor a method for locating the lengthened syllable. The proposed account provides both, just as it did for YidiÀ. These results offer independent support for intersection, since they demonstrate that intersections can be detected apart from their effect on stress patterns.
Avoiding even-parity pathologies
The second line of supporting evidence is also not directly related to stress. Intersection allows the proposal to avoid a certain type of insertion/ deletion pathology. In what I will refer to as EVEN-PARITY PATHOLOGIES, a single syllable is either added to an odd-parity input, as in (58a), or subtracted from an odd-parity input, as in (58b), in order to achieve exhaustive binary footing. In either case, the result is a system that allows only even-parity output forms :
(58) a. Adding a syllable for even parity ssss £ (ss)(ss) even-parity input/even-parity output sssss £ (ss)(ss)(ss) odd-parity input/even-parity output b. Subtracting a syllable for even parity ssss £ (ss)(ss) even-parity input/even-parity output sssss £ (ss)(ss) odd-parity input/even-parity output Such pathologies are not directly related to any particular stress pattern. They arise from general considerations involving binary footing and might occur with either iambic feet or trochaic feet. In the standard account, highly ranked FTBIN and PARSE-s constraints demand that every syllable be in included in a disyllabic foot. (Since I will not be considering heavy syllables as a factor here, FTBIN's moraic aspect will not be an issue.) Two standard faithfulness constraints, adapted from McCarthy & Prince (1995) , will also be relevant to the discussion : (59) a. MAX All material in the input is present in the output. b. DEP All material in the output is present in the input.
MAX is the constraint that prohibits syllable deletion and DEP is the constraint that prohibits syllable insertion. The standard account produces even-parity pathologies because it cannot exhaustively parse odd-parity forms using only disyllabic feet. As illustrated in (60), in an odd-parity output candidate, the odd syllable must remain unparsed, as in candidate (c), or it must be parsed as a monosyllabic foot, as in candidate (d The proposed account avoids even-parity pathologies because intersection allows it to exhaustively parse odd-parity forms using only disyllabic feet. Rather than leaving the odd syllable unparsed 19 or parsing it as a monosyllabic foot, the proposed account can include it in a binary foot intersecting another binary foot. Odd-parity outputs would satisfy both PARSE-s and FTBIN, and there would be no reason to violate either MAX or DEP. Under the proposed account, the candidate that is faithful to the oddparity input harmonically bounds competing even-parity candidates with respect to the relevant constraints. Intersection, then, allows the proposed account to avoid even-parity pathologies where standard accounts cannot. 20 These results provide additional evidence that intersections play an important role beyond their influence on individual stress patterns.
Ternary and unbounded patterns
Although binary patterns have been my focus here, I will briefly consider ternary and unbounded patterns. Given the Strict Succession and FootCap conditions, the proposal does not have access to traditional methods (non-parsing, ternary feet, unbounded feet) for producing such patterns, and it may not be obvious how the proposal would obtain them. The proposed account does, however, have access to intersections and stressless feet, and these suffice to replace the traditional methods :
In the proposed account, binary patterns result from stressed, non-intersected footing, as in (62a). Ternary patterns result from stressed, intersected footing, as in (62b). 21 , 22 Unbounded patterns result from stressless feet, as in (62c). Which configuration actually emerges in a particular language is determined by interactions between three constraint types : foot-head alignment, gridmark alignment and MAPGRIDMARK. I have not discussed the gridmark-alignment constraints, FG-L and FG-R, to this point, because they do not play a role in producing binary reduction to a single syllable, the result is unproblematic, since it is not difficult to find languages with only monosyllabic forms. The result is problematic, however, if alignment results in reduction to two syllables. I am aware of no language that allows disyllabic forms but not trisyllabic forms. In any case, this particular difficulty is not unique to the proposed account. 21 Intersection with gridmark sharing, as in (62b), creates a configuration that is similar to an amphibrach, a ternary foot with a stressed syllable between two stressless syllables. Amphibrachs were utilised by Halle & Vergnaud (1987) , for example, in their analysis of the ternary pattern of Cayuvava (Key 1961 (Key , 1967 . 22 An anonymous associate editor offers the intriguing suggestion that LH iambs be analysed as ternary footing. If the FootCap condition were strengthened to demand that feet be bimoraic, iambic parsing might then be represented with intersecting bimoraic feet. The representation would be similar to the configuration in (62b), using moras instead of syllables. The analysis would make ternary footing more common and has the potential to explain additional iambic-trochaic asymmetries that involve weight sensitivity. While the suggested analysis is intriguing, it will take some time to work out the details and explore the all of the consequences. This being the case, I have decided to leave this as project for future research and not to address the suggestion in greater detail here.
systems. As we shall see below, if a gridmark-alignment constraint is ranked highly enough to affect a stress pattern at all, the ranking will produce a ternary or unbounded pattern rather than a binary pattern. Like foot-head alignment constraints, gridmark-alignment constraints have two effects. They establish directionality and reduce structure : Since the interactions between foot-head alignment, gridmark alignment and MAPGRIDMARK are somewhat complex, it will be helpful to consider the preferences of the three constraint types individually. First, since MAPGRIDMARK requires that all feet have a foot-level gridmark within their domain, it will prefer the stressed footing of the binary (62a) or the ternary (62b) over the stressless footing of the unbounded (62c). Second, since foot-head alignment prefers a minimal number of intersections, it will prefer the binary (62a) or unbounded (62c) over the ternary (62b). Finally, since gridmark alignment prefers a minimal number of foot-level gridmarks, it will prefer the unbounded (62c) over the ternary (62b) and, in turn, will prefer the ternary (62b) over the binary (62a).
To illustrate how particular rankings resolve these competing preferences, consider first the case of binary stress patterns. Binary systems arise whenever both MAPGRIDMARK and foot-head alignment dominate gridmark alignment. Under such rankings, the need to reduce the number of gridmarks is outweighed by the need for feet to be stressed and by the need to avoid intersections. HDS-R and FG-R are used to illustrate in (64) and the following two tableaux. In (64), MAPGRIDMARK excludes the stressless feet of the unbounded candidate (c). Because intersected footing requires more feet (and thus more foot-heads) to parse a form than non-intersected footing, HDS-R rejects the ternary candidate (b) for the binary candidate (a). Candidate (a) emerges as the winner. Producing any of the binary patterns discussed above, then, would require a low ranking for the gridmark-alignment constraints.
Consider next the case of ternary stress patterns. Ternary systems emerge when MAPGRIDMARK dominates gridmark alignment and gridmark alignment dominates foot-head alignment. Under such a ranking, the need for feet to be stressed outweighs the need to minimise the number of gridmarks, but the need to minimise the number of gridmarks outweighs the need to avoid intersections : In (65), MAPGRIDMARK rejects the stressless feet of the unbounded candidate (c) for the stressed feet of the ternary candidate (b) and the binary candidate (a). Since non-intersected footing requires one gridmark for every two syllables where intersected footing only requires one gridmark for every three syllables, FG-R rejects the non-intersected footing of the binary (a) for the intersected footing of the ternary (b). Candidate (b) emerges as the winner.
The stress pattern of Chugach (Leer 1985a, b, c) is one ternary pattern that is easily analysed in terms of intersections : (66) Chugach stresses the second syllable in a form and every subsequent third syllable, given sufficient length. If two syllables remain after ternary alternation is no longer possible, as in (66b, e), the second is stressed. If only one syllable remains, as in (66a, d), it is unstressed. 24 The ranking in (65) is exactly the ranking that would produce the Chugach pattern. Although the tableau only demonstrates for a 3n form, the same ranking would produce the correct patterns for 3n+1 and 3n+2 forms. (See Hyde 2001 for a more thorough presentation. I omit the additional tableaux here.)
Finally, consider the case of unbounded stress patterns. Unbounded systems emerge whenever a gridmark-alignment constraint dominates MAPGRIDMARK. In such cases, the need to minimise the number of gridmarks outweighs the need for feet to be stressed. (The ranking of foothead alignment is not crucial here, so I have omitted it from the tableau.) In (67), the stressless feet of the unbounded candidate (c) violate MAP-GRIDMARK. Because these feet are stressless, however, candidate (c) has fewer foot-level gridmarks than either the binary candidate (a) or the ternary candidate (b), so that it better satisfies the higher-ranked FG-R. Candidate (c) emerges as the winner.
In the most basic unbounded stress patterns, a single stress occurs at one edge or the other of the prosodic word. The ranking in (67) would produce the pattern of Uzbek (Poppe 1962) , which stresses the final syllable :
(68) a. Uzbek aitdí 'he said' kitobím 'my book ' a‰ladilár 'they understood ' b. Tinrin hú :e ' white ' hú sa:u 'sometimes' mvehaÜu 'to like ' Replacing FG-R with FG-L in the (67) ranking would produce the pattern of Tinrin (Osumi 1995) , which stresses the initial syllable.
Despite the Strict Succession and FootCap conditions, then, the proposal can produce ternary and unbounded patterns in addition to binary patterns. These are the three core types that a theory of metrical stress must provide. Since binary patterns are the focus of the article, I will not address ternary and unbounded patterns in further detail. Note, however, that Hyde (2001) contains preliminary but detailed analyses of both ternary and unbounded patterns within the proposed framework. The discussion also includes analyses of variations on unbounded patterns. For example, the discussion addresses regular penultimate stress, as in Yawelmani (Newman 1944 , Kroeber 1963 , regular antepenultimate stress, as in Macedonian (Comrie 1976) , and stress on both the initial and penultimate syllables, as in Chimalapa Zoque (Knudson 1975) . It also includes analyses of default-to-same-side systems, such as Murik (Abbott 1985) and Aguacatec (McArthur & McArthur 1956) , and default-toopposite-side systems, such as Kwakwala (Boas 1947) and Selkup (Kuznecova et al. 1980) . More mature versions of these analyses are forthcoming.
Conclusion
In this article, I have demonstrated that the proposed account is more restrictive than the standard account because it more effectively constrains clash and lapse. The demonstration focused on iambic-trochaic asymmetries in a set of sixteen binary patterns. The patterns were divided into two groups: those that conform to the Perfect Grid and those that do not. The four patterns that conform to the Perfect Grid are all attested, so they do not exhibit iambic-trochaic asymmetries. Iambic-trochaic asymmetries are only found in the patterns that depart from the Perfect Grid. Since the proposed account restricts clash and lapse to appropriate positions, it can obtain the attested patterns within this group, and it can also exclude the unattested patterns. Although the standard account obtains the attested patterns, as well, it does not adequately restrict clash and lapse, so it cannot exclude the majority of unattested patterns.
The proposal's restrictiveness is obtained in rejecting several standard assumptions. First, where standard accounts tolerate weak layering between prosodic categories, the proposed account requires strict succession. Second, where standard accounts require proper bracketing, the proposed account tolerates improper bracketing. Third, where standard accounts maintain a one-to-one correspondence between feet and stress, the proposed account tolerates stressless feet and gridmark sharing. Finally, the proposed account maintains a distinction between prosodic structure and metrical structure, allowing the theory to refer to them independently.
Especially important in restricting clash and lapse are the requirement of strict succession and the possibility of intersection with gridmark sharing. Strict succession eliminates the unfooted syllables that all too often produce undesirable lapse configurations in the standard account. Gridmark sharing provides an alternative to monosyllabic feet for parsing the odd-syllable of odd-parity forms. Since monosyllabic feet often produce clash or require stressless feet to avoid clash, gridmark sharing helps to avoid these configurations.
Clash and lapse are sufficiently restricted under the proposed account that only two constraints can produce these configurations in binary systems. INITIALGRIDMARK introduces clash or lapse in appropriate positions at a prosodic word's left edge and NON-FINALITY introduces clash or lapse in appropriate positions at a prosodic word's right edge. INITIALGRID-MARK and NON-FINALITY allow the theory to obtain attested variations on the Perfect Grid patterns, but they do not also allow the theory to produce the unattested variations that are possible under standard accounts.
Although I have examined only a few systems in detail, the claim of greater restrictiveness is general. There are only four possible patterns that conform to the Perfect Grid, so that obtaining any additional patterns requires introducing either clash or lapse. Since the proposed account is more effective than the standard account in terms of restricting clash and lapse, it can produce fewer of these additional patterns.
